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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduction – I live in the northern most rain forest in North America and do not appreciate the heat or the humidity!



Impacts of Changing Conditions in Alaska
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S/V Altan Girl - July 2014

Shishmaref, AK Coastal Erosion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the course of the next few slides I will highlight a few recent events where NWS Alaska has learned lessons to apply to the future as we face emerging arctic maritime operational challengesS/V Altan Girl – July 2014Sea Ice Shove (known to locals as an Ivu) – May 2011 KotzebueFall storm impacting coastal community of Kotlik in November of 2013Also in November 2013… community of Golovin attempting to brace for storm impacts And finally a glimpse at what can happen to coastal communities where we have melting permafrost… a shorter time window with secure shorefast sea ice… and damaging Fall storms… we end with a view of Shishmaref where this home was lost to coastal erosion.



Impacts of Coastal Storms on Alaska
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Newtok, AK Coastal Erosion

Before

After

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In early October of 2017 a Bering Sea Low led to coastal erosion in the community of Newtok, AK, where they lost 20 feed of land during the storm, leaving the closest house now only 20 feet from the bank.Note larger before picture in the bottom right and the after picture in the top left… locate the position of the yellow storage connex in the before and after for comparison.
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• Simpson (1993) – An accurate forecast has little or no 
intrinsic value if that information does not influence the 
customer’s risk management/decision making process

• Provide Impact-based Decision Support Services (IDSS)

• In Alaska - It’s about building community resiliency in the 
face of increasing vulnerability to extreme weather: Be 
“Ready, Responsive, Resilient”

NWS Evolve

www.weather.gov/alaska



NWS Alaska Region needs Tidal Datum
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Credit: Jaci Overbeck



Tidal Datum used in NWS Storm Surge Modelling
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Credit: Jaci Overbeck



NWS issues coastal flooding products
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Expanding Observations in Alaska
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iGage re-installation at Tununak by 
NWS forecaster Jason Ahsenmacher

Ed Plumb showing the 
NWLON gage to children 
in Unalakleet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To help us address these challenges and close the observational gaps, we are partnering with AOOS, IRIS, UAF, and others to expand observations across the state.  As an example, we are working with AOOS and NOS and have deployed a new National Water Level Observation Network (NWLON) sensor in Unalakleet, which you will see on the map in the top left.  As part of a ribbon-cutting ceremony I attended in September for the NWLON, our Fairbanks Warning Coordination Meteorologist, Ed Plumb, is showing the gage to some of the children in the community.With support from AOOS, the Alaska Department of Natural Resources (AKDNR) and our NWS River Forecast Center, we are deploying cost-effective gages as an alternative to the NWLONs.  These are battery and solar powered, making them suitable for remote locations, easy to deploy, and produce real-time data useful for timely and accurate forecasts and warnings.  The picture in the top right is a re-installation at Tununak.Other emerging technologies we are exploring include real-time water level observing using GPS reflectrometry in collaboration with ASTRA and UNAVCO, moored Beaufort sea-wave and bottom-pressure observations, ice freeze-up detection buoys, rapid-deployment inundation platforms and storm-surge gages, tide staffs, tsunami gages, and others.One new observational opportunity that has occurred within Alaska in the NSF-funded USArray network.  While primarily a network of seismic sensors, these stations are being outfitted with meteorological sensors, supported in part by not only NWS but also NASA and other organizations.  The network is fully deployed now until summer 2019, at which time NSF will begin to decommission the network.  This would be an opportunity lost, in my opinion, and I continue to work with Sandy Starkweather, Executive Director, US AON, and Martin Jeffries, White House Arctic Executive Steering Committee, to identify an interagency process that will enable many of these stations to remain for the long term.  
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NWS Alaska Region Priorities
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NWS Alaska Region Priorities
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